
Getting the most from your mask: wear to buy and how to wear masks that 
block 90-99% of virus-containing particles. 

 

High-quality surgical mask suppliers 
Examples of brands and suppliers of masks with 90-99% filtration that I have tested at Lincoln Labs and U. 
 Mass Lowell (data and assay information available by request, jrc@mit.edu) and/or that Aaron Collins has 

tested (see HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/Y6YYZ7W3 and HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/2SMNMFAN). To avoid counterfeits, ensure 
that masks have an expiration date (3-5 years from manufacture) and indicate the correct country of origin 
(HTTPS://WWW.FOX32CHICAGO.COM/VIDEO/903957). 

• KF94 from HTTPS://BEHEALTHYUSA.NET/, HTTPS://WWW.EVERYDAYBEAUTYLAB.COM/PPE, HTTPS://KOLLECTEUSA.COM/ 

• Powecom KN95 masks from HTTPS://BONAFIDEMASKS.COM/POWECOM-KN-95/ 

• AirQueen Breeze (adult size), AirBon (child size) from HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/YXWD9PF6  

• Printed masks from HTTPS://MASKLAB.US/  

• Flat masks HTTPS://WWW.ARMBRUSTUSA.COM/ made to fit snugly by tie & tuck method or mask brace 
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=S3Y26UGULRI 

Masks must fit snuggly, with no gaps  
Masks commonly come in three shapes: flat, boat-shaped and cone-shaped. Various sizes are also available. A 
snug fit is easiest to achieve with boat-shaped masks (eg most KF94), according to data from A. Collins.  

• Bend the nose-clip to close the gaps under your eyes.  

• Adjust the earloops so that the mask fits snugly by 1) tying them or using 2) cordlocks, or 3) 
earsavers. Earsavers can also make the fit looser if the earloops are too tight, and make it so that 
the mask can be pulled down without being lost (relevant for young kids). Some surgical masks have 
adjustable earloops (e.g. Dr. Puri KF94, BOTN, BLUNA, LG Airwasher).  

 Cordlocks: HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/YXOH9ZLB 

 Earsavers: HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/Y39M64PV (small) and  
HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/Y5HDXT9R (large) 
 

• To block the gaps on the side of a flat mask, use the tie & tuck method 
(HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=S3Y26UGULRI) or a mask brace (e.g. HTTPS://WWW.FIXTHEMASK.COM/). Mask 
braces should not be used for children or anyone who cannot easily remove their mask. 

Surgical masks can be reused  
• Surgical masks can be used many times without washing and still maintain filtration (40 hours of use 
or more) as long as they are not damaged or soiled, or become too difficult to breathe through (hold 
close to your face to test breathability). 

• Surgical masks can be dried with a tissue to remove condensation, or rinsed with water.  

• Soap, alcohol and high-heat damage surgical mask filters. Do not launder. 
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Other tips  
• To reduce glasses fogging, wear glasses sitting farther down your nose, away from your face.  Sprays 
can be applied to glasses to eliminate fogging (e.g. HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/Y3FFTF2L).  

• To keep the mask from slipping down while you are talking, try using a different shaped mask (cone 
shape, boat-shape) or apply a small piece of surgical foam tape to the inside of the mask, underneath 
the nose-bridge (e.g. HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/Y66OVFZW). 

Background 
Respiratory viruses (eg coronavirus and influenza), infect people by getting into their nose, mouth and eyes. 
Virus-containing droplets fly out of people’s mouths while talking, singing, coughing or sneezing: 
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=XEP-SDGL9AU  

High-quality surgical masks, when they fit snugly to the face around all of the edges, block 90-99% of small                   
particles, protecting both the wearer and others.  

Surgical masks contain electret or nanofiber filters that trap virus-containing particles but allow air to pass                
through. Cloth material does not have these combined features and, if breathable, cloth masks block only                
5-30% of small particles (data available by request).  

Surgical masks are water-resistant, so respiratory droplets cannot seep through. Even when exposed to sweat 
or water, surgical masks maintain the ability to block infectious droplets. Cotton cloth absorbs droplets, and 
is harder to breathe through when wet.  

Bacteria and fungi do not easily grow on surgical mask material, but do grow well on cotton, so frequent 
laundering is important for cotton masks but can damage surgical masks. 

The CDC wrote a great review about mask development, function and testing in 2009:  
HTTPS://BLOGS.CDC.GOV/NIOSH-SCIENCE-BLOG/2009/10/14/N95/  

This document was written and updated on 2/28/21 by Jill Crittenden who lives and works in Cambridge, MA.  

Jill Crittenden, Ph.D.  
Scientific Advisor, McGovern Institute for Brain Research at MIT  
Member, N95Decon.org  
Co-chair, City of Cambridge COVID-19 Expert Advisory Panel  
Cambridge Public Schools COVID-19 Task Force  
jrc@mit.edu 
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